
Summerslam  Count-Up  –  2000:
Oh Yeah. This Exists.
Summerslam  2000
Date: August 27, 2000
Location: Raleigh Entertainment and Sports Arena, Raleigh, North Carolina
Attendance: 18,124
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler

This is another show that I barely remember at all. A lot has changed
since last time and it’s dramatically changed the card. To begin with,
Austin is out with neck surgery and Rock has ascended to the top of the
company. He’ll be defending the title tonight against HHH and upstart
star Kurt Angle, a real Olympic gold medalist. On top of that, four guys
called the Radicalz have jumped to the WWF, basically burying WCW in the
process. The card is stacked on this show so let’s get to it.

The opening video talks about crimes of passion, which refers to Angle
trying to steal Stephanie from HHH. The video is set up like an old art
house movie and is set to HHH’s old music (Ode to Joy). Rock is involved
too but looks like an afterthought. It’s amazing how good these videos
can be when someone actually tries, unlike today’s generic hype videos.

JR brags about the gate, which is WEIRD to hear on a WWF show.

Right to Censor vs. Too Cool/Rikishi

Too Cool and Rikishi are WAY over at this point and even won the tag
titles over the summer. The RTC is Richards/Goodfather/Bull Buchanan at
this point. Some of Goodfather’s former women come out with Rikishi, one
of which would become known as Victoria. It’s a big brawl to start until
we get Scotty pounding on Buchanan. Hotty backflips over Buchanan and
pulls him down before getting two off a high cross body. Off to Sexay for
a double suplex before Goodfather comes in and falls to the floor. He
shoves Victoria down before punching Sexay in the face to take over.

Buchanan gets in some shots of his own and it’s off to Richards for his
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cheap shots. A powerbomb gets two and JR sounds stunned. Steven gets
crotched on top and superplexed down allowing for the hot tag to Rikishi.
The fat man cleans house and Victoria throws Richards back in the ring.
The RTC is sent into the corner with Too Cool being launched into all of
them at once, but Bull gets in a quick ax kick to take the Samoan down.
Scotty loads up the Worm but Steven kicks his head off for the pin.

Rating: C. Basic six man tag here to get the crowd going. A fast paced
act like Too Cool and Rikishi is always a great choice to start up a show
as the crowd gets fired up for the entrance and hopefully stays hot for
the rest of the show. The RTC was a fine choice for a heel stable as they
took away what the fans wanted to see and the people were glad to see
them get beaten up.

We see Angle arriving earlier tonight with Stephanie arriving a few
minutes later. Later on Kurt went into her locker room with a smile on
his face. Angle kissed Stephanie on Smackdown after Stephanie was hurt in
a match.

Shane is about to talk about his sister’s actions but Steve Blackman
chases him away.

X-Pac vs. Road Dogg

These are the last members of DX but Pac accidentally knocked Dogg
through a table on Raw so Dogg walked out on Pac on Smackdown, leaving
him alone against Undertaker. X-Pac easily takes him down and slaps Dogg
in the back of the head because he can. The fans are all over X-Pac as he
is sent to the floor via a shoulder block. Back in and Dogg blocks a
spinwheel kick and clotheslines Pac down for no cover. Another kick sends
Dogg into the corner but he rolls away from a Bronco Buster attempt.

Back in again and Pac tries a sleeper which shifts into a chinlock.
Roadie fights out but this time the spin kick connects for two. There’s
the Bronco Buster but Dogg pops up and fires off right hands to take
over. The shaky knee drop gets two but the pumphandle slam is countered
into the X-Factor which is countered into a spinebuster. Pac counters
another pumphandle slam attempt with a low blow and the X- Factor is good
for the pin.



Rating: D. This had no business being on PPV at all. It wasn’t even five
minutes long and no one liked X-Pac at this point anyway. DX was LONG
passed its expiration date at this point and it needed to die a long time
ago. Dogg would be gone soon into the new year to hit the inside for
awhile.

Post match X-Pac says they’re still a great team but Dogg lays him out
with the pumphandle slam. That wasn’t a heel turn because of the low blow
earlier.

Eddie sucks up to Chyna (basically in a bikini here) but she says one of
them is getting lucky tonight.

Trish says she’s hotter than Chyna but Val Venis doesn’t want to hear
about it. Trish was still new at this point and drop dead gorgeous.

Intercontinental Title: Trish Stratus/Val Venis vs. Eddie Guerrero/Chyna

Val is champion and the first fall here gets the title, other than Trish
that is. Trish’s little white shorts get a BIG pop as you would expect.
The guys start things off with Eddie speeding things up and hitting a
jumping back elbow for two. A snap suplex gets the same and Guerrero
escapes a powerbomb before clotheslining Val down. Eddie catches Val’s
kick to the ribs and whips him around into a Chyna clothesline.

A double flapjack puts Venis down for two and Chyna hits another
clothesline for two. Trish tries to get in a cheap shot but the
distraction allows Val to take over. A LOUD Chyna chant starts up but Val
suplexes her down for two. Chyna avoids a middle rope elbow but her
powerbomb is countered with a backdrop. Instead Chyna takes him down with
a DDT and it’s back to Eddie to clean house. A springboard hurricanrana
gets two on the champion but

Val drops him face first onto the buckle and puts Eddie down with a Blue
Thunder Bomb. They headbutt each other to put both guys down but Trish
tags herself in and gets two on Eddie. Jerry tries to give the blonde
pointers but Eddie easily takes Trish down. Off to Chyna and the mauling
is on, but Val breaks up the handspring elbow attempt. Chyna avoids a
double team and Eddie pulls Val to the floor, allowing Chyna to gorilla



press Trish for the pin and the title.

Rating: D+. The match was nothing but the girls looked good enough to
carry it. This would be another part of a long storyline as Eddie would
cost Chyna the title in about two weeks, accidentally stealing it for
himself. Val would split with Trish after this and join up with the Right
to Censor for the next few months. Not much to see here other than Trish
in the shorts.

Video on Radio WWF from last night with Cole and Foley hosting. This was
an idea that didn’t last long at all for obvious reasons. Foley did some
dancing (on the radio), Rock called in and the Rock and Sock Connection
wound up singing Smackdown Hotel in a segment that only they could pull
off.

Stephanie and her bad acting is wondering what she thinks about Kurt. She
says he’s a good kisser.

We recap Lawler vs. Tazz. It’s about what you would expect: Tazz talked
about being a thug, Lawler didn’t like it, Tazz went after JR but Lawler
stepped in, Tazz broke a candy jaw over Jerry’s face and smashed the
window of a car JR was in, injuring his eye. Let’s have a match.

Tazz vs. Jerry Lawler

Tazz comes out with a cowboy hat and a blind man’s cane to really rub in
the idea. He takes too long though as Lawler jumps him with a right hand
to get us going. They head inside and a dropkick puts Tazz down and
follows up with a bunch of right hands to the head. There’s the middle
rope punch but a second attempt only hits mat.

Tazz hits some forearms to the back as JR calls him a jackass. Lawler is
whipped to the floor so Tazz can talk trash to JR. Back in and Tazz hits
what might have been a low blow and goes up for a swanton bomb of all
things but Lawler moves. The piledriver connects but Tazz no sells it and
the referee is bumped. There’s the Tazzmission on Lawler but JR gets up
and smashes the candy jar over Tazz’s head to give Lawler the pin.

Rating: D. What do you expect here? It’s a nothing match which had no



business on Summerslam but that’s par for the course a lot of the time.
Lawler is harmless enough and at least the win wasn’t clean. Tazz came in
so hot but has done almost nothing of note since his debut at the Rumble.

We’re about fifty minutes into this show and it’s been pretty lame stuff
so far. Nothing on here couldn’t have been on Raw.

Shane runs from Blackman again but it’s time for his match.

Hardcore Title: Shane McMahon vs. Steve Blackman

Shane took the title from Blackman with the help of a small army on
Monday. Steve brings in a kendo stick so Shane runs to the apron. They
throw the stick back and forth until Blackman offers him a free shot to
the back. Shane picks up the stick but Blackman spins around to block it,
starting a chase through the crowd. Blackman finally catches him with a
trashcan shot and the beating begins. Shane gets caught in the crowd and
some chops to the chest put him down.

We head back to ringside and a bicycle kick to the chest puts Shane down.
A trashcan lid shot to the knees puts Shane down and a spinning shot to
the back of the head does the same. We bring in more weapons now with
trashcans and the hardcore sticks. The can goes over Shane’s head and
pounds away with the sticks as JR makes Conan O’Brien references of all
things. Blackman hits his belly to back suplex with the sticks (his
finisher) but opts to throw Blackman around with a strap instead.

A snapmare off the top with the strap puts Shane down and Blackman puts
on a half crab while pulling on the throat with the strap at the same
time. This brings out T&A (Test and Albert) for the save and Test drops a
top rope elbow onto the can lid onto Blackman’s chest. Shane starts his
dancing punches but Blackman kicks the cane lid into his head. Albert
takes Steve down again and Shane drops Blackman with a sign to the face.

They go up to the entrance with Test shoving what looked like a speaker
over onto Blackman but Steve avoids to prevent death. Blackman finds a
kendo stick to take the big guys down but Shane gets in a cheap shot. He
runs away and climbs up the set like a crazy man and Blackman goes after
him. They go WAY up into the air with Blackman hitting Shane in the back



with the stick, knocking him probably thirty feet down onto a crash pad.
Blackman climbs down a bit before dropping a big elbow to take the title
back.

Rating: B-. Well that woke up the crowd a bit. The dives at the end
looked GREAT with Shane continuing to prove that he’s a crazy man.
Blackman never came close to this level again because he was just so
boring, but this was quite a moment for him. The stuff before the wild
part was better than I expected and this was the first match that felt
like it belonged on a major show.

Stephanie is freaking out about Shane when Angle comes in. She freaks out
so Kurt hugs her but Foley comes in to interrupt. He takes Stephanie with
him to check on Shane, leaving Angle annoyed.

We recap Jericho vs. Benoit. Pick a reason for them to be fighting and
you have a good feud here. In this case, Benoit has been attacking
Jericho and injured his ribs so Jericho retaliated, setting up a back and
forth battle with Jericho coming up with an awesome series of rhymes (“I
will fight Benoit on a boat or when Chris Benoit is with a goat. I will
fight Benoit when he is taking a quiz, and I will make him look like the
jackass that he is.”)

Chris Jericho vs. Chris Benoit

This is 2/3 falls just to make it more fun. It’s a big brawl to start
with both guys falling to the floor and taking the referee with them.
Jericho pounds away at him but charges at Benoit and getting launched
into the post. Back in and Benoit takes him down but neither guy can hook
their finisher. Jericho hits a release German for two but gets caught in
a tombstone shoulder breaker for two. A bulldog puts Benoit down but
Benoit gets the knees up and puts on the Crossface for a tapout at a
little over three minutes.

Benoit goes right back to the Crossface but Jericho FINALLY makes the
rope. Benoit gets back up and puts him in the Tree of Woe to crank on the
neck even more. Jericho’s shoulder is sent into the post both on the
outside and back inside for two. Benoit sends him into the post yet again
but Jericho finally gets in a shot to the face to escape. The comeback is



short lived though as Benoit grabs him into a German suplex but Jericho
rolls through another one into the Walls in the middle of the ring for
the submission at around eight and a half minutes to tie it up.

Jericho gets a quick two off a backbreaker before firing off some HARD
chops. A top rope back elbow to Benoit’s jaw gets two but the arm gives
off on a powerbomb attempt. Benoit backdrops out of it but Jericho hands
on and tries a backslide but Benoit counters into a dragon suplex for
two.

Benoit goes up top but gets caught in a great hurricanrana to put both
guys down as Jericho landed on his shoulder again. Back up and Jericho
hits the flying forearm followed by a spinwheel kick but Benoit grabs the
bottom rope at two. The Lionsault connects but Jericho hurts his shoulder
again. He grabs a rollup but Benoit counters into one of his own with a
grab of the ropes for the pin.

Rating: A-. Yeah this was awesome. Benoit and Jericho could wrestle for
an hour a night every night and it would never get boring. Both guys
looked great and the arm told a great story to center the match around.
This is a big reason why the WWF was so hot this year: you could take any
combination of these guys and Angle and have a great match on any show.

HHH arrives over 80 minutes into the show.

We recap the HHH/Stephanie/Angle stuff.

We recap the tag title match. It’s called tables, ladders and chairs. I
think that sums it up perfectly well don’t you?

Tag Titles: Dudley Boyz vs. Hardy Boyz vs. Edge and Christian

Edge and Christian are defending coming in. The Boyz all battle in the
ring to start but the Canadians bring in chairs. The Hardyz take them
away but Bubba knocks one back into Jeff’s face. Edge and Christian get
in some shots with the chairs to put everyone down and it’s ladder time.
Bubba slams the ladder into Edge’s face and DDT’s Christian down as the
fans want tables. Matt and Jeff come back in to powerbomb Bubba down and
a second ladder is brought in.



Matt and D-Von climb up but it’s Edge climbing up as well to bring them
down with a double Russian legsweep. Bubba and Christian climb up and
it’s a Bubba Bomb to bring the champion back down. The fans LOVED that
one for obvious reasons. Matt shoves down both ladders but Jeff sets one
up and climbs for the gold. Edge pulls him down and drops him onto the
other ladder, sending it flying up into Matt’s face in a painful spot.

The Conchairto misses Jeff and it’s Bubba picking up the ladder to run
everyone over. What’s Up to Edge off the ladder pops the crowd a lot but
the GET THE TABLES line gets them even louder. A 3D puts Christian
through the table and Bubba wants to kill someone. He and D-Von stack up
four tables (two by two) outside the ring and Jeff is their target. Edge
saves him with a chair for some reason but Matt lays out Edge with the
Twist of Fate.

Both Hardys drop legs from the ladder and Matt lays the ladder down next
to Edge. Matt puts Edge inside the ladder and crushes him inside of it
before throwing Christian off the top and onto the ladder, destroying
Edge even worse. Jeff climbs a ladder outside the ring and tries a
Swanton to Bubba but only hits the tables, knocking Jeff out cold.
Christian knocks Bubba silly with a chair on the floor to put him down.

Back in the ring and the big ladder is set up with everyone but Bubba and
Jeff going up. Christian hits the reverse DDT to pull Matt down and the
other two go down at the same time. It’s a drunk looking Bubba coming
back in and climbing the ladder but Edge and Christian gets up and shoves
him through the four tables at ringside. The champions both climb but
here’s Lita to shove the ladder over, crotching them both on the top
rope.

Matt goes up but D-Von shoves the ladder backwards, sending Matt back
first through a pair of tables in a SCARY bump. Edge spears Lita down,
drawing a bad swear from JR. D-Von is climbing but somehow Jeff is on the
other side. Both guys grab a belt but Edge moves the ladder, leaving both
guys hanging. D-Von is knocked down and the Canadians spear Jeff in the
ribs with a ladder to bring him down. Everyone else is dead so Edge and
Christian go up and get the belts to retain.



Rating: A. These six guys have a great match involving ladders. Imagine
that. This match holds up incredibly well but the sequel would somehow be
even better. That’s the biggest problem with this match: people remember
the sequel instead of this one. The table bumps in this were great with
Bubba and Matt destroying anything they landed on. It’s a great carnage
match and is worth checking out if you haven’t seen it in awhile.

HHH demands an explanation from Stephanie so she blames Kurt for the
whole thing. They’re husband and wife and he hasn’t asked her about this
in THREE DAYS?

The Kat vs. Terri

This is a thong stinkface match which tells you everything you need to
know. Al Snow and Perry Saturn are the respective seconds. They don’t
even bother with the pretenses and start in swimsuits. I’m not even going
to bother with this: the girls look decent, there’s a lot of catfighting,
Kat hits a Bronco Buster, Saturn interferes, the roll each other up out
of sheer stupidity, the referee is headbutted low, a shot with Snow’s
Head knocks Terri out and Kat gets the win. Moving on.

The APA is at WWF New York.

We recap Kane vs. Undertaker. Kane attacked his brother because he’s a
monster and that’s about it.

Kane vs. Undertaker

This is the first time for Biker Taker vs. Kane. It’s a brawl in the
aisle to start with Taker sending Kane face first into the post. Taker
gets inside and starts ripping at the mask but Kane fights back with
right hands in the corner. Kane brings in a chair but Taker fires off
punches to the ribs to block the shot. It’s Kane who gets hit with the
chair first and Taker tears part of the mask off. You can see the left
side of Kane’s forehead and the big fried freak is MAD.

He rams Undertaker into the barricade a few times but Taker kicks the
steps into Kane’s face. The steps are LAUNCHED at Kane’s head to take him
down and it’s time for the full mask to be pulled off. Back in and Kane



gets in a low blow and MAN is he busted open. Taker won’t go down from
right hands and spears Kane down before going after the mask again. A low
blow breaks up Kane’s chokeslam and the mask is pulled off! Kane bails
before we can see anything and Taker wins.

Rating: C. This is a hard one to grade as it’s not a match at all but a
big fight the whole way through. Biker Taker was still new at this point
so a match like this did a lot as far as getting him over. I use the word
match loosely as JR didn’t even hear the bell ring (it did but it didn’t
change much). Kane would float around for the next several months
(shocking I know) before the Invasion started up.

Angle calls someone.

Stephanie is giving HHH a pep talk when the phone rings. She freaks out
when she answers it and says Hi Mom. HHH wants to say hi to Linda but the
“reception” cuts out. Nice scene there.

We recap the world title match. HHH vs. Angle you know and Rock vs. HHH
has been a war since before Wrestlemania. Rock really felt like an
afterthought here but that’s ok given his issues with HHH still being
relatively fresh.

WWF World Title: HHH vs. The Rock vs. Kurt Angle

Fink makes sure to tell us there are no countouts or disqualifications.
Before the match Angle apologizes for not kissing Stephanie sooner. He’s
an Olympic gold medalist and earned those medals by not backing down. He
runs his mouth about giving Stephanie some real passion and that’s more
than HHH can take. The Game storms the ring and the brawl is on before
the bell. HHH shoes the referee down and Angle hits a Cactus Clothesline
to take them both to the floor.

They head to the announcer table and HHH loads up a Pedigree…..and the
table breaks before HHH jumps, sending Angle face first into the
concrete, legitimately knocking him out cold. HHH checks on Angle before
pulling out the hammer. Rock comes out to keep things from falling apart
as Angle is taken out on a stretcher. In other words, we’re stuck
watching Rock vs. HHH for the next twenty minutes. Well if you insist.



They brawl on the floor with Rock sending HHH into the announce table
before heading back inside for HHH to pound on Rock in the corner. HHH
looks down as Angle is being wheeled out and Rock gets in some right
hands but the Game drapes Rock over the top rope, sending him out to the
floor. HHH chases Angle down and pulls the stretcher back to the ring
before getting in some right hands which are pretty dangerous given his
actual injury. Rock makes the save to let Angle be taken back for the
needed medical attention.

HHH loads up a Pedigree on the floor but Rock counters into a catapult
into the steel set. Angle is still in the arena as Rock takes HHH back to
ringside. He hits HHH low as Stephanie is checking on Kurt. Rock is sent
into the post and we head inside with Stephanie now at ringside. HHH
doesn’t want her here but since she is he tells her to get the belt.
Stephanie brings it in and “hits” HHH in the face with it by mistake to
give Rock two. Rock tries to pull Stephanie into the ring but HHH hits
him low to save. Stephanie bails to the back and we’re back to one on
one.

Rock fires back with the jumping clothesline and the fans are very hot
for this. HHH rolls to the floor and brings the sledgehammer in again.
Rock gets in a right hand but the Game hits him in the ribs with the
hammer. HHH fires off kicks to the ribs and some shoulders in the corner
for good measure. A facebuster gets two on Rock and HHH stays on the
ribs. We head back to the floor with Rock’s back being sent into the
post. Back in and HHH stomps on the ribs even more but Rock comes back
with a swinging neckbreaker.

Yet another knee to the champion’s ribs takes him down and HHH goes up
top. Rock comes back and supereplexes HHH down and we cut to Stephanie
begging Angle to come back to the ring to help HHH. The Game finally
rolls over and covers Rock for two but Rock gets the same on a belly to
belly. Stephanie is literally dragging Angle back to the ring so he can
trip Rock, allowing HHH to hit the Pedigree. Angle breaks up the pin and
sends HHH into the steps before trying to steal the title for himself in
a great false finish.

A quick belly to belly gets two on Rock and Stephanie isn’t moving



towards the fallen HHH at all. Rock hits a belly to belly throw and a DDT
for two on Kurt before whipping Angle into HHH, knocking the Game into
the barricade. Rock Bottom gets two on Angle as HHH saves before sending
Rock into the post. HHH tells Stephanie to get the hammer but Angle gets
it first. HHH kicks Angle in the ribs and goes for a right hand but hits
Stephanie by mistake. Kurt knocks HHH out with the hammer but Rock breaks
it up. The People’s Elbow to HHH retains the title.

Rating: B. Like I said, if I have to watch HHH vs. Rock for fifteen
minutes plus then so be it. Angle being injured that early made for an
interesting ending here as the majority of the match was heavily
improvised. The HHH vs. Stephanie stuff would be cranked up even higher
when Angle would win the WWF Title the next month.

Angle carries Stephanie out to end the show.

Overall Rating: A-. The first half took a bit to get through but the last
few matches are all great. This was still a great time in the WWF as you
had everything clicking and all the big matches being better than you
would expect. Austin would be back in a few months to bring things up
even higher. Great show here and a forgotten classic.

Ratings Comparison

Right to Censor vs. Too Cool/Rikishi

Original: B-

Redo: C

X-Pac vs. Road Dogg

Original: C-

Redo: D

Val Venis/Trish Stratus vs. Eddie Guerrero/Chyna

Original: D+

Redo: D+



Tazz vs. Jerry Lawler

Original: C+

Redo: D

Steve Blackman vs. Shane McMahon

Original: B

Redo: B-

Chris Benoit vs. Chris Jericho

Original: A

Redo: A-

Dudley Boys vs. Edge and Christian vs. hardy Boys

Original: A-

Redo: A

The Kat vs. Terri

Original: F-

Redo: N/A

Undertaker vs. Kane

Original: B

Redo: C

The Rock vs. HHH vs. Kurt Angle

Original: B

Redo: B

Overall Rating



Original: A

Redo: A-

As always I rated things a bit higher back then.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/08/03/history-of-summerslam-count-up-2
000-why-does-no-one-remember-this-show/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
Complete 2002 Monday Night Raw Reviews in either E-Book or
Paperback. Check out the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2017/07/21/new-e-bookpaperback-k
bs-complete-monday-night-raw-2002-reviews/

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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